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ABSTRACT: In order to better meet the needs of users to browse and retrieve video, this paper proposes an efficient
analysis framework of fitness dance video event with video and text information fused. Which can quickly and
accurately analyze the fitness dance video events, and extract the detailed information of the event ; Using the
method of independent analysis of text and video to excavate event information for text and video as much as
possible, to avoid affecting performance on account of multiple constraints. Using the method of dynamic
programming to find the alignment of global optimal event on the basis of analysis of text and video. At the same
time, according to the alignment results construct the global probability model with matching text events and video
events. Therefore estimate the corresponding video clips that not match the text event, which avoid the existing
methods only consider local time of video and text and missing and false detection events, the final event content
information is detailed and accurate, which can meet the needs of users to browse and retrieve the content of the
event.
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INTRODUCTION

Video event analysis as the most important step, which plays an important role in many applications such as video
content analysis and video surveillance [1]. In the past 10 years, for the identification of video events of specific
areas, such as the exciting piece of fitness dance video detection and semantic event extraction is quite concerned
[2-4]. In recent years, with the rise of online video search service, researchers began to focus on the study of
analysis of the event content, which is popularly in event content analysis of fitness dance video [5-6]. Content
analysis of fitness dance event video can not only set the time of wonderful clips such as rotation and jumping in the
video, and can give more events and descriptions related content, such as dancer name, dance types,etc.These events
can meet the retrieval needs of a variety of video content , make users more convenient to browse and retrieve video,
have a great significance to the development of online video search service [7-9].

This paper proposes an efficient analysis framework of fitness dance video event with video and text information
fused. The event information is extracted from the text and video, and using the algorithm of dynamic programming
to match the two kinds of information globally. In this paper, we first explore the event information from the two
channels of the text and the video stream, then use the dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal
matching alignment in the global scope of the two channels of the event information. This guarantees that each
event information of the text can choose the best matched video clips in the global scope of the video stream,
and not because of local mismatch occurred undetected events, or due to the current local matching error cause
other text event information cannot be matched to the correct video clips.

EVENT INFORMATION EXTRACTION OF VIDEO AND TEXT

In the fitness dance video, the most able to attract the attention of users is a number of fitness knowledge， such as
warm up, aerobic exercise, strength training and relaxation. This section has a great influence on the fitness dance
video tutorial. Usually, users want to quickly retrieve and browse to these links, in this way users can learn with
target instead of watching the entire video from beginning to end. This method first analysis of video and text
independently. Extract the content of the four kinds of body building knowledge so as to further merge it, the
extracted event information includes:1) Event boundary. By analyzing video get the start and end time of events in a
video stream [10]. 2) Description of event content. by analyzing the text obtain event occurrence time, event type,
the name of the fitness dance actor, etc. Each event information extracted from the video stream and text
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corresponds to the fitness knowledge link, and respectively referred to as video event and the event text as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Fitness dance video event analysis framework with video and text fused.

Video Event Extraction

For one fitness knowledge link, its start and end has some visual prompts. Such as warm-up, fitness dancer's body
will begin to move, then there will be the long shot of goal fitness dance performers; when the warm-up action stop,
there will usually be a lens switch, such as when do warm-up exercise, some close-up shots of the fitness dance
performers. Therefore, we propose a shot switching rule for video event extraction methods, it mainly include the
following three steps:

Step 1. Shot segmentation. The video footage into 3 categories: perspective, medium shot and close-up.

Step 2. Limb detection. In the vision or medium shot detect the limb action.

Step 3. Fitness knowledge link extraction. On the basis of the above steps, combine with the above-described
switching rules to detect offensive shot events [11].

Video events extracted by the above method can be represented by a two tuple: <beginFrame, endFrame>,
respectively represent the start and end time of the event( represent by frame), as shown in figure 1.The length of the
video clip of the offensive event extracted by this way is between 100~600 frames, if the video playback speed is 25
/s, the duration is less than 20s. Therefore, the event occurrence time curtail to a few seconds, which remove most of
the redundant information.

Text Event Extraction

Event extracting text is adopted dance fitness log. Text event extraction method is based on the four key words we
will detect: warm-up, aerobic training, strength training and relax, etc. Search in the text line by line, if there is this
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keyword, then extract related description information of event, including event time, event type, performer's name,
team name.

Text event extracted from the text contains the description information of the event, which can be expressed as a
four tuple:<timeElapse, eventType, playerName, teamName >, respectively represent the event occurrence time,
event type, fitness dance actor name, team name. As shown in Figure 1.

The event occurrence time of the text extracted by this paper is just a time point, not the complete event
boundary.The time point may be located in its corresponding video clips or entirely not, this deviation is within a
few minutes.And the length of an attack event is usually only a few seconds. In order to accurately detect the event,
the event and the video event should be fused, and the occurrence time of the text event should be corrected by the
boundary of the video event.

EVENT ANALYSIS OF VIDEO AND TEXT INFORMATION FUSED

Through the above analysis, the boundary of the video event is accurate, but it is short of the described information
of the event content, and there may be missing detection and misinformation. While the text event has reliable and
detailed description of the information, but its event time is so fuzzy that can not be used to the video clips of exact
location events. According to the two characteristics, we propose a new analysis method of fitness dance video
event for video and text event information based on dynamic programming. Search for the best combination of the
two types of events in the global scope, and to make more accurate event detection and analysis.

The basic idea of this method is to align the sequences of video and text events, then find the match between the
video events and the text events, that is to find word event and video event that refer to one event.

1,2, ,( )j jv N  represents a video event, 1,2, ,( )i iT M  represents a text event, 1,2, ,( )i ie M  represents
the offensive event after fusion. A two - way arrow in Figure 3 Ⅱrepresents a matching. For the matching text event
we found, combine the boundary information in the video event with the described information about content of the
text event and then get the fused offensive event information. As 2e shown in Figure 3 Ⅲ. For the text event that
not correctly matched by using the global matching information construct a global probability model, and estimate
the boundary of the actual video clip. Combine the border and described information of the text event obtain fused
offensive event information. As ie shown in Figure 3 Ⅲ. estimatedBegi and estimatedEnd are event boundary by
using global probabilistic model.

Text Event and Video Event Alignment based on Edit Distance

In order to integrate video and text, need to align the two event sequences. That is to match the video event and text
event. Figure 3 shows the results of an alignment. Because the text event description is more reliable, it can be used
as a reference, the situation of error or not be matched named error. There are three types of errors: for a video event,
there is no match for the text event, which is called the insertion error. As 2v shown in figure 3Ⅱ; For a text event,
there is no match for the video event, which is called the deletion error. As it shown in figure 3Ⅱ; Video and text
events are not the same event in the video, but forced align to the same line by a context relationship is called
replaced error.

We propose an event alignment method based on edit distance, using the dynamic programming algorithm solve the
global matching scheme of the least total error number fastly. Edit distance is widely used as a measure of the
similarity of two character strings. For example, to solve minimum error M, ,d N of alignment matching of the two
character strings 1 2{ , ,... }M MS S S S and 1 2{ , ,... }N NR r r r , by

, 1, 1 1, , 1min{ ( , ), , } 1,... ; 1,...,i j i j i j i j i jd d error s r d e d e i M j N         (1)

Solve minimum error of the current state of the child string 1 2{ , ,... }( 1,... )i iS S S S i M  and
1 2{ , ,... }( 1,... )j jR r r r j N  step by step. ( , )i jerror s r represent the character and the matching degree of the

current state. e indicates an insertion error or a deletion error. As shown in Figure 2a,there are three ways to solve
,i jd .In Figure 2b, which presents a process that uses the edit distance to align two character strings, each number in

the matrix represents the smallest error number ,i jd of the two sub-strings corresponding to each rank. All the small
lattices constitute the way to solve the minimum error number. Finally, according to the calculated path obtain the
aligned matching results.
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Figure 2. The main idea of edit distance.

When deal with the alignment problem of the two strings based on edit distance, it is easy to determine whether
exist the insertion, deletion or substitution errors by comparing the two characters of the current state in the two
character string. In this paper, we deal with the alignment problem of the sequence of the video and text events,
which can not directly determine whether the video event and the text event refer to the same event, only to get a
distance measure from the time information of them. The greater the distance, the smaller the matching possibility
of the two events will be. The matching distance definition (the range of [0,1]) of text events it and video events
jv in this paper is:
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When calculating the matching distance, it is necessary to convert the event occurrence time and boundary of the
event to the same time unit. In fact, there is a certain deviation between the actual time and the beginning time of the
video, and the deviation should be considered when calculate it. In summary, the alignment target of text event
sequences 1 2,{ }, ,M MT t t t  and video event sequence 1 2,{ }, ,N NV v v v  is to solve the minimum value of total
matching distance, refer to the edit distance algorithm, alignment algorithm steps of text event sequence and video
event sequence is as follows:

Step1. Create distance matrix D.

Step2. Initialize distance matrix D
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 ,  D i j represent The sum of matching distance of sub event sequence 1 2, , , 1, ,{ }( )i iT t t t i M    and
1 2, , ,  1, ,{ } ( )j jV v v v j N    .Parameter deld and insd represents a matching distance threshold of a deletion or

insertion error, which is typically set to an upper bound of the distance value of 1.0.

By setting the matching distance threshold c to determine whether the text events and video events match, if it less
than c that represents the text and video events correctly match, otherwise, they do not match. In this paper, the
matching distance threshold is obtained by means of the mean clustering method  2k k  , and select the
minimum matching distance value in a class of the matching distance as the threshold value C. After determining
the threshold C, detect the video even mismatched with the text event (insert or replace error),obtain alignment
result only contain deletion error, that is each text event at most matched one video event, and some do not have
corresponding matching video event.

Alignment Optimization Result based on Global Probability Model

The alignment result of text and video events based on edit distance only contains the correct matching and no
matching text events. By the formula (2) we can introduce that if  ,  0.5md t v  , the occurrence time of the text
event t will be outside the boundary of the video event v . Otherwise, it will be outside the boundary of the video
event v. Therefore, if the matching distance  ,  md t v between the text and the video event is known, the video
event boundary can be introduced by the formula (2):
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vL is the length of time of the video event. In the fitness dance video, the change of the length of time of the same
events is general small. Such as the vL of warm-up and aerobic training is about 100 frames; while vL of strength
training and relax is about 300 frames; for the vL of the text event not find the right match is determined based on
experimental observation.

After completing the alignment, the match distance distribution of all the correct matching event represent
distribution of matching distance of special video, the statistical analysis showed that approximate obey the
normal distribution, that is 2( )(, 1 , )~ ,2,iX N i n    , iX is the matching distance value, and   
respectively is the mean and variance of the distribution. We use the maximum likelihood estimator get the
estimated value of and   , that is ^ -1 ^2 1 ^ 2( ),  i i

i i
n X n X      .

According to the nature of normal distribution construct a matching distance range ^ ^
/2 /2,[ ]se z se z   。 。 ,make

^ ^
/2 /2,  ( [ ] 1P X se z se z       。 。 .X is a random variable that represents a matching distance, se is standard

deviation, namely ^ 2
/ 2,s e z is the bilateral percentile 100 of the standard normal distribution, 1  is

confidence. In practice, users want to carefully observe every fragment of fitness dance learning, pay more attention
to the recall ratio. Therefore, video event obtained by estimating should be as far as possible not to omit the video
clips. By the formula (2), it can be known that the occurrence time between the video event and the word event is
bigger, the matching distance is greater. In order to get the maximum range of occurrence time of video events , we
use upper bound of matching range calculate the lower bound of the start time and upper bound of the end time of
the video, in order to as the boundary of the video, the calculating formula is:
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The length of time of the video event is:
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In practice, ^
/ 2se z  。 is usually less than 0.7,the maximum period of time estimated by the method of this

paper will not exceed 1m in . According to the method above, the start and end time of the video event can be
estimated for each not matched text event. In order to find the matching video clips for all text events in the video
stream, and get the boundary information and content described information of the event. With such rich content
information as the index of the event, it is convenient for the users to browse and search.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS

Test the method of this paper. Each video parameters as shown in Table 1, Text data is the fitness dance log, which
is similar to the form shown in Figure 2. All the events in the text data correspond to the video clips in the video
stream are manual annotation and as the reference standard.

Table 1. Experimental test video.

Video name Video information Video length

square fitness dance video Little apple square dance 11min44 s

aerobic fitness dance video Aerobic exercise 50min47 s

weight loss fitness dance video Dai dance aerobics 5min29 s

Modern dance fitness dance video Ballroom dancing 5min29 s

Table 2 shows the event detection results of the final fusion of text and video information. We take the number of
word events as the number of standard events in the reference answer. The correctly detected event refer to event
occurrence time in fused results covering 90% of the video clips of the artificial annotation. The accuracy of event
detection is the ratio between the number of events and the number of texts. It can be seen that the average accuracy
of detected event by using this method is 84.6%.

Table 2. Detection results of fitness dance video event.

Video name Text event number Correctly detected number Accuracy /%

Square fitness dance video 25 21 84.0

Aerobic fitness dance video 13 12 92.3

Weight loss fitness dance video 16 13 81.3

Modern dance fitness dance video 11 9 81.8

Figure 3 shows the test results for all kinds of events in the video, it can be seen that detection accuracy the warm-up
and aerobic detection accuracy are highest, almost no omission. And for the detection effect of strength training and
relaxation is not good, for different event types, respectively construct its distribution function to obtain more
accurate detection results. The event detection accuracy before and after alignment optimization is shown as Figure
4.
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Figure 3. Detection results of different types of attack events.

Figure 4. The event detection accuracy before and after alignment optimization.

The fusion of text events and video events is divided into 2 steps: alignment based on edit distance and subsequent
alignment optimization, so we compare the results before and after alignment optimization, as shown in Figure
6.Among them, choose 0.05  , for the warm-up and aerobic, vL is set to 100 frames, and for strength training
and relaxation, vL is set to 300 frames. It can be seen that the alignment optimization method proposed in this paper
can effectively improve the accuracy of event detection.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an efficient analysis framework of fitness dance video event with video and text information
fused. Respectively from the text and video extract event information, and globally match the two kinds of
information by using dynamic programming algorithm, for the not matching text event information, using a global
probability model to estimate event boundary in the video. By searching the global optimal matching of information
of text and video event, effectively avoid missed and false detection due to the local matching method. Experimental
results show that the method can quickly and accurately detect the event, and obtain the detailed information of the
event, and the performance is better than the local matching algorithm.
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